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Subject to Change Without Notice

2019 delay pricing program for corn , soyb6ans fallof 2019

I service charges are 5 cents per month or.00L66 cents per day with No minimum charge'

I There are ten free days to price if not priced service charges will be charged back to day one per load.

I After 10 days elapse from the last delivered load the corn will be put on a price later contract and mailed

our.

I There is no drop dead date to sell in 2019 as in the past, corn can stay on the 5 cent a mo program.

All Grains

All grains marked sell after 1:15 close on Fridays will be spotted in the next trading day at 8:30 AM.

Each producer is responsible to inform the scale operator who the grain is for, the disposition of the grain

(sell, contract, price later, etc.) and when delivery is complete. lf a scale ticket is left blank in the pricing

box the grain will be placed on price later.. lf it is to be a spot sale make sure it has the current market

price ln the box unless it ls later than 1:15 Friday then sell would be ok. lf sell or a price is not on the

scale ticket it is not sold-no if ands or buts!!

Grain checks are printed and mailed on request. l/E please let us know what you want (check , defer

payment, etc.)

Grain that is exceptionally off grade , wet or heating may be rejected

price later grain will have discounts applied based on discounts in effect on the date of pricing

Grain placed on DP contract will stay on the daily billed rate until sold even if free DP is allowed on

deliveries at a later date.

2019 corn drvinP charges

5.0 cents per bu, per point 16.1to25.0 downto 15.0

5 cent minimum charge ifover 15.0 to 15.00

6 cents per point over 25 moisture

1.5 percent shrink each point above 14.5
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2019 Sovbean drvinP charges

.045 cents per point/ 6 cent min

2 percent shrink Per Point over 13


